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Angular 7 bootstrap template

ngx-toastr Lottie ngx-wheel ng-google-sheets-db-library ng-svg-icon-sprite AngularJS is one of the most used Javascript systems that can be used to create web applications such as panels and admin panels. On this page we have collected a variety of Angle themes, some of them for free and some bonuses that can be
downloaded only for a fee. Many of them are ready for commercial use, so you may want to choose the one that suits your needs. What should I consider when choosing a template? First, the quality of the design and whether the code is easy to understand. If you are just starting code, you can try templates that have
extensive starter kits and tutorials. Designs also should not be underestimated because this is what the user interacts with the most. The data must be clearly visible, comprehensive and modern, and the quality of the icons must be adequate. Also, the installation procedure and the unique page number should not be
forgotten as well. Of course, you need to check the reputation of the company and read user feedback to see if they have encountered any problems with template support. If the theme is not updated for a long time, then you have a better chance that there are problems building what you need. You can also view
previous company projects and their level of experience. Finally, costs can be a decisive factor in whether you are going to use a template; however, not all free versions provide documentation, so it may be helpful to purchase the full version of pro if necessary.1. ApexApex is a popular Angle 8 template and Bootstrap 4
admin template. This administrator design is responsive and flexible and is supported by most browsers on both mobile devices and desktops. Apex also has a modern customizable structure, 3 types of layouts, many components (200+), and Angular starter kit for developers. The vertex angle panel template introduces
various widgets such as statistics, maps etc. to facilitate the work. DownloadDemo2. CoreUICoreUI is a free angle panel template and free Bootstrap admin template (for Angular 8 and Bootstrap 4). Since it is completely open source, with over a hundred customizable components including widgets, lots of styles, layouts
and exceptional support, CoreUI holds the top spot among open source Angular templates. There is also a paid Pro version where you can get more plugins, UI kits and access to the GitHub repository. Download suuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu Material Panel Angle Material Panel Angle is an angle application template and
administrator panel template inspired by bootstrap material design. It was based on the Bootstrap system and introduces a Bootstrap admin dashboard that can be used to create products such as CRMs, admin panels, etc. The template is both open source and paid versions, and free is delivered under an MIT license.
DownloadDemo4. Light BootstrapLight Bootstrap Dashboard Angular is another angle panel template, which was also built using the Bootstrap structure. This includes many different front-end developer tools that can help you build project management systems, CMS, web applications backend and so on, providing you
with many elements. This Bootstrap 3 admin template is also very responsive, simple to use and completely free. DownloadDemo5. Angle Paper DashboardPaper Dashboard Angle is a user-friendly, handy bootstrap admin template that uses the HTML version of the paper panel. This angular system can be used in
conjunction with a paper set that has a Bootstrap 3 kit with a lot of starter components, such as a landing page. Paper Dashboard Angle is a modern and beautiful interface, various example pages, plugins and other components. DownloadDemo6. Semantic UI Admin TemplateThis angular panel template is useful if you
want to use something other than Bootstrap and require a lot of work with maps. The semantic UI is based on angle and uses HTML5. It is also highly customizable and provides you with plenty of tools to focus on the business side of app and dashboard development. DownloadDemo7. Ng-adminNg-admin is an angle
admin panel template that can even be used by someone with almost zero coding experience. This angular project template is designed with AngularJS (with code that meets its standards) and has simple drag-and-drop components that allow users to easily create dashboards. Ng-admin is completely free to use and
running fakerest. Download suuuuuuuuuuuuu RDash Angle BootstrapRDash Angle is an angle based template that is the implementation of responsive dashboard angle. It is responsive to 3 bootstrap and is animated by CSS3. RDash Angular does not have many different modules to facilitate work, and it includes lots of
tips for your website and app development. This panel angle can also be used for startup and is based on AngularJS.DownloadDemo9. Joli AdminJoli Admin is a very responsive angle free admin template. It can be used and is compatible with many different devices that include desktops, mobile phones, and tablets.
You can use this angular application template to create web applications, user and administrator dashboards, and so on. It has various components, such as diagrams and projects. DownloadDemo10. NGX AdminNGX Admin has a simple angular panel that is convenient, completely free to use. It has various elements
that could be used to create your own panel, such as login page, graphs, maps, buttons, etc. This can be said for one of the best backends on the angle, because it supports bootstrap 4, angular 5+, and has a very flexible layout. You can choose from different topics such as dark, light and two more. This template is also
MIT-licensed and you are provided with free support.21 000 + stars Github.DownloadDemo11. The NG-PI Admin-PI Admin template is an open source angle project. It is based on bootstrap, angle 4+, Sass and it's great to create a dashboard of your choice. This is a compelling variety of tools that facilitate your work and
use the template with ease. DownloadDemo12. The CDK-AdminThis Angle admin template is free as well. This was done with Angle 1.5.0 and supports up to Angle 6. DownloadDemo13. Monster Angle LiteMonster Angular Lite is a free version of Monster Angle 8 Admin Template. This is a pretty basic angle web app
template, but that's all you need if you want to create a backend project. Monster Angular Lite has responsible pages, customizable tools, and provides a starter sheet. If you need premium support, more plugins or components and lots of page templates, you may want to consider the pro version. DownloadDemo14. The
panel of the angular material panel was created with the design of the materials, as were many other angular panel templates. It has a free UI kit, is supported for both business and individual purposes, and is very responsive to various smart devices such as tablets, phones, desktop etc. This bootstrap 4 admin template
has tutorials, animations, and many other components that will help you get started with your project. DownloadDemo15. MaterialProMaterialPro is an Angular admin dashboard template that has a lite version and pro version. The lite version is a free, clean, customizable template that has some basic examples and
dashboard. This Bootstrap 4 panel template also includes material icons and a Google map. The pro version has multiple color schemes, font icons, and a dedicated support team that is ready to help if you purchase a professional version of this template. DownloadDemo16. AdminPro Angular Admin LiteAdminPro
Angular 8 and 7 Lite is one of the angle admin templates of 2018 that supports angle 8. AdminPro Lite is an unpaid version of the AdminPro Angular 8 Admin panel, which has a starter kit, more panel templates, validation forms, documentation and so on. However, the Lite version gets you unlimited updates for life.



Depending on your needs and whether you need to use the template for commercial purposes, you can choose between these two. DownloadDemo17. Grade Material Admin TemplateDegree is an angular panel structure that is very simple to use. It is based on angular and works on the sip. If you need to have a starter
template to create an app, then the grade is for you. DownloadDemo18. Laravel Angular AdminLaravel angle admin template is one of many Laravel products. Laravel Angular Admin Starter Kit lets you learn how to create your own project and create an interface for users. It features JWT authentication, is based on
swallowing, and is highly customizable. This is one of the free templates you can download. DownloadDemo19. Angle primarily intended for use in .js library (bullet diagrams, candlestick diagrams, parallel coordinates, etc.). You can manage the properties of models, and their original structure is kept in JSON models.
DownloadDemo20. Guru Able Angular 4 LiteGuru Able Bootstrap 4 Admin Dashboard Template &amp; Angular 4 is a paid version of this dashboard template. It supports the angle 4 CLI version and comes with the latest bootstrap 4. According to some reviews, this is the best backend of the angle. It has 35+ demo
variations, 200+ pages and 100+ plugins. It also claims to be compatible with all smart devices. Lite template comes with dark layout, optimized font integration, and clean code. DownloadDemo21. PagesPages are based on Angle 8, bootstrap 4 and HTML. This is a user-friendly angle simple panel that has a variety of
exclusive components. Many third-party plug-ins, such as ngx bootstrap, e-charts, and others are supported. Pages are compatible with most browsers, they are adaptive and contain documentation. GPU performance is high and layered Photoshop files are available. DownloadDemo22. ChankyaChankya was designed
with angular 8 and bootstrap 4. It is said to be a flexible, clean panel template with an easy and user-friendly design interface. Chankya comes in high definition, includes lots of custom pages and components, and is great for developing its rear. It is great to have angular projects and they are very responsive and
adaptable. DownloadDemo23. StartNGStartNG is an angular panel structure with a modern component structure. It has ngx charts, drag and drop, calendar, angle CLI, maps and many other features. The code is simple enough to be understood by beginners, and it satisfies the whole need for you to create an app.
DownloadDemo24. The material adminthis template was developed using Google material design and is based on angle 7 and bootstrap 4. This is an angle basic template; However, its main advantage among other templates is that it comes with plugins customizable to fit the material design. Material Admin also comes
with jQuery, Angle 4 and AngularJS. The code is clean and neat, and the multimedia components as well as the interface elements are designed for abundance. DownloadDemo25. StackedStacked Angle Administrator template was created in 2018. It supports Angle 8+, Bootstrap 4 and typescript. It is a stylish, trendy
system written in HTML and typescript, which means that it is not for complete beginners among other angular projects with source code. Grouped is highly documented and has many color designs and fonts to choose from. jQuery was not used when creating it. DownloadDemo26. XtremeXtreme has many panel
variations, unique demos and ready-to-use design. It is a very powerful and feature rich admin template with 850+ pages and 100+ UI components. You can use this angle web application template to create the following projects at an angle angle as administrator information and other back-end applications.
DownloadDemo27. MaterialismMaterialism is based on bootstrap 3 and AngularJS. It has a crisp design, understandable and easy code structure, and it can be said that it has all the plugins you need. Plugins have all the necessary documentation, and the development has never been faster. The materialism angle
admin template is ideal for frontend developers; In addition, it has many responsive features and beautiful animations. DownloadDemo28. DecimaNo creator Stacked, Decima has an angular ahead of time compilation function, the ability to translate languages, and support for Angular 4+. It also has many angle panel
widgets and reusable UI functions. This Bootstrap 4 admin template supports lazy loading as well. Basically, if you need to create a CRM or CMS, it's a dashboard template that suits you. DownloadDemo29. EspireEspire was established in 2017 and is updated regularly. This is a simple and understandable layout that is
easy to navigate for developers. The package includes six months of support and updates for the future. This bootstrap admin theme is great for creating web apps and any dashboard you may need. DownloadDemo30. BindBind has many modules and components that include diagrams, JS structures, shape elements,
maps, buttons, 404 pages and much more. There are many other widgets (100+) and components available so you can create a project management system, CRM, or any other angular projects that you might want to create from your own side. DownloadDemo31. Slim AngularSlim Angular admin template is responsive,
liquid and flexible layout and very clean design. It manages plugins with Twitter Bower and coordinates Twitter Bootstrap, which facilitates the work greatly. The angle administration dashboard template has a high resolution and responds to all types of smart devices, such as smartphones, tablets, and desktops. Sass
CSS is used to make the template and its elements customizable. DownloadDemo32. Source AdminSource Admin supports bootstrap 4 and AngularJS. What makes it different from all the other angle and bootstrap templates mentioned above is that used flat design principles. It can also be described as a fixed width,
modern and responsive template. Source Admin has many ready-made HTML pages that can be used for your angular backend development. DownloadDemo33. MinovateMinovate is a premium angle template that uses CSS3 and HTML5. Navigation bars and other dashboard elements, such as headers, are highly
customizable and can be switched. It's innovative because it's possible to open any modern versions of browsers like Chrome, Firefox, Safari and so on. It responds to devices where it's open and can be used on the desktop, phones, and other smart gadgets. Screen size is also not a problem, because Minovate adapts
to one of them. DownloadDemo34. SilkSilk angle 8 admin template is based on 4. The structure is based on and angular 7. Silk is a time widget, google maps, translations to the required language, and a whole lot of other UI components you can use. You can manage your messages with built-in email and chat widgets,
choose bootstrap cards and icons, and color scheme of your choice: either a light or dark one. DownloadDemo35. AzimuthYou can use the Azimuth Angle panel template to create frontend panel projects. Since it uses both Bootstrap 4 and Angle 8 systems, you can build the project easily using a variety of UI
components and modules. Azimuth supports lazy loading and provides all documentation on the elements needed. The dynamic menu based on 7 Angular is one of the great features, including nested routing, form wizard, CLI angle, etc. DownloadDemo36. PearlUIS you need an angular 5 starter kit, then you have
happiness if you get a PearlUI. This angle template uses flat design principles, which means it turns out to be developer friendly and clean. This premium template uses jQuery, Bootstrap 4 system and html 5. PearlUI is ideal for creating admin panels and other web applications of your choice, such as project
management systems, CRM, and administrator panels. DownloadDemo37. Cubic AdminCubic Admin is a flexible and responsive template with four different dashboards, over 70 pages and even over a thousand font icons. It is based on an angle 4 system and is compatible with AngularJS. There are various boot
elements available, such as sample forms, tables, charts, and widgets. Additionally, this template supports multiple file uploads. You can create angular admin panels with Cubic Admin with ease. DownloadDemo38. OreoOreo is a premium angular admin panel template inspired by material design and built using Twitter
Bootstrap. It has different types of color schemes, themes, over a hundred HTML pages, 5 panels, and much more. You can use Oreo to create ecommerce projects, administration panels, and other web applications. In addition, there is even a material data set you can use. DownloadDemo39. Mash AbleMash Able is a
Bootstrap 4 admin template that also supports Angle 4 and 5. It has various components (basic, advanced, and optional), sticky notes, navigation headers, and all kinds of dashboard analysis widgets that you may need. Mash Able is quite flexible, because it has 24 ways you can arrange a menu, and 4 types of panels.
DownloadDemo40. Ani AngularAni Angle supports angle 4 and Bootstrap 4, and is also powered by a sip. Its main feature is that it is animated and very free. Ani has many pages like login page, website etc. This angle template is completely free. DownloadDemo41. DeltaDelta is a free angle admin template that
includes 5 types of layouts, swallow tasks, various color schemes and much more. It is simple, template that supports bootstrap 4 and angle 4 and can be downloaded for free. DownloadDemo42. LokraLokra is one of many materials design design 2 admin framework that uses an angle CLI. It is ready for desktops,
mobile applications, CMS, CRM and many other projects. It's open source and free to download as well. DownloadDemo43. PrimerPrimer is both an angular admin template version and a responsive version so you can choose the one you need. It supports the angle of 8 material design, responds to many devices and
browsers, has jss style and includes future updates. DownloadDemo44. Versatile AngularVersatile is useful if you want to start with angularjs application. It is written with bootstrap LESS and supports a sip as an automation engine. The page transition is smooth, and you can use the company's start kit. DownloadDemoIn
conclusion: This list may expand in the future and go further and more, but the themes listed above are the ones most popular and rated by users. Different templates serve different needs depending on the type of app you want to create, so you'll need to make choices and choose what are the most important features
for you. If you have any suggestions or additions to the list, please feel free to comment or reach out. Originally on 12 March 2020. 2020.
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